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While the gender pay gap gets all the attention, the real news is in the number of areas where women now earn more than men. Here's a list of 10 areas where women get at least 5% more, contributed from the wider table in Warren Farrells' new book, Why Men Get More: Startup Permission Behind the
Pay Gap and What Women Can Do about It. (Source: an unpublished schedule compilated by the Bureau of Labor Statistics) The first number is for women, the second for men. Sales Engineer - $89,908 - $62,660 Engineering Manager - $82,784 - $76,752 Aerospace Engineers - $78.416 - $70,70,7
Financial analysts 356 - $69,004 - $58,604 Radiation therapist - $59,124 - $53,300 Statistics - $49,140 - $36,296 Tools and dead maker - $46,228 - $40,144 Speech pathologist - $45,136 - $35,048 Advertising Manager - $42,068 - $40,144 Agricultural scientist - $41,704 – $39,156 Of course, many of
those jobs are things like gaming service workers - (croupiers, that gets nice tips) , and phone operators - categories decrease if ever there is one. But it's nice to know there are a few jobs where women prevail. I'm looking forward to the day when this list includes things like CFO, CMO, CEO. Somewhere
in Queens, New York City, there is a young Latina girl who likes to take a computer apart in her spare time. He has not yet realized that this is a marketable skill, something that could easily lead to future job opportunities. That will change, thanks to an eight-week-intensive summer program dubbed Girls
Who Code-aimed at turning promising high school girls into engineering superstars and technology tomorrow. Reshma SaujaniPicture is a typical computer programmer and brogrammer-described by one Quora user as involving a Lot of red meat, push-ups on the one hand, while coding on the other,
sunglasses at all times, tons are important, the collar appears is a must. It's important that you can squash anyone who might call you a 'geek' or 'nerd' and that you can take the girls, but also just as important that you know Star Wars movies with heart, and understand programming ideas, such as
recurrence and legacy-may come to mind. It is a culture like a return that has appeared largely because of the love of female programmers. Women earn a majority of undergraduate degrees in the United States, but only 24% of women work in technical fields. Girls and boys at 12 or 13 like math and
science are the same, but then something shifts. There is a cultural perception that a coder or engineer looks like a white man, said Reshma Saujani, founder of Girls Who Code and New York City Deputy Public Advocate.We want to focus on girls who don't have much access at home or school eager to
technology. So she founded Girls Who Code, a summer program with support from Twitter, General Electric, Google, and eBay who wanted to help close the Science, Technology, Engineering, and Maths (STEM) gap by giving high school girls between the ages of 13 and 17 opportunities Learn more
about the engineering and technology careers offered-and by giving them the confidence to pursue their goals. The New York City program, which begins this summer, will have 20 participants, representing all counties in the city and 12 different ethnicities. We want to focus on girls who don't have much
access at home or school that are passionate about technology, says Saujani.Some-but not all-of-the-girls, selected from over 100 applicants, have science and technology experience. Many of them already know they want to pursue a technical career, but they don't realize they have options beyond
being doctors or forensic scientists (a gentle choice of popularity on the girls Who Code applications, perhaps because of all the forensic scientists seen on shows like CSI: Criminal Scene Investigation). In fact, argue saujani, these girls can have a lot of impact by being a programmer: many women don't
choose a job to make money. They choose jobs to make a difference. [They should know that] being an excavation can help boost water shortages, or help bring democracy to a country in the Middle East. Many women do not choose jobs to make money. They choose jobs to make a difference. Girls Who
Code participants will have a crowded summer schedule, with activities planned Monday to Friday from 9 .m to 5 .m. Each week will have different themes (mobile apps, robotics, entrepreneurship, etc.) and upcoming speakers talking to girls every day. Already, Girls Who Code has lecturers like General
Electric CMO Beth Comstock, Twitter CEO Dick Costolo, and Gilt Groupe founder Alexis Maybank lined up. Once or twice a week, participants will take field trips to various tech startups and established companies, including Twitter, Google, Facebook, and the General Assembly.Over the last two weeks,
the girls will work on their final projects, which will ask them to solve problems using the tools they have learned during the summer. One example: Girls may be asked to identify challenges in their neighborhood, and develop something-game video, say, or mobile apps- to deal with it. Girls will receive
feedback and assistance from their mentoring teachers, and at the end of the program, they will have the opportunity to showcase their ideas to a group of entrepreneurs and engineers. This is just the beginning for Girls Who Code. In 2013, Saujani planned to launch the program at seven to 10 cities in
the United States this summer was about perfecting the curriculum, going to the funder and saying this is what works, he said. Girls Who Code begins with 20 to 22 participants on July 9, including a girl from Queens who likes to rip off computers. @babba.c Whether you're the kind of person who likes to
splash in the waves or the kind who prefers to inhale margaritas while reading a good book, one thing's for sure: Beach Day is the best day. And you know what makes them better? The right clothes. And with the right of rights we mean wearing something over your bathing suit that makes you feel
confident, comfortable, and ready for Kodak's moment without seeing overdressed. Because that could be something of a high order, we shrink Instagram for a stylish beach clothing idea and come with a ton of inspiration. Not surprisingly, the best has been bowed by stylish travel bloggers, It girls
fashion, and design-savvy influences. So, if you're heading to the local beach or having a pool party to attend this summer, consider these beach dress ideas from the most fashionable ladies on 'gram. @_hollyt As we like classic straw hats, we really dig into the look of this visor-it feels decidedly sportier
and unexpected. Make solidarity with a matching straw cigar bag and high waist shorts. 3.1 Phillip Lim Belted Denim Shorts $344 $206 Store Available in sizes 4, 6, and 8. @claire_most Make things easier on yourself by wearing one piece that can double as the top if you plan on a dining in a nearby
restaurant during the afternoon sun break. And you can't go wrong with a casual denim skirt yet polished. Veronica Beard Shop Denna Denim Mini Skirt $258 Available in sizes 0 to 12. @juliamateian Never underestimate the classic button, especially if you're looking for something that's easy to change in
and out. It facilitates simple and simple elegance. Plus, you get spices with accessories—we like the retro look of a hair scarf, just tie and go. Freepeople On The Road Scarf Pony $18 Shop @reddieharrel Light robes or kimonos is a great protection for the beach if you want to wear something that
showcases your clothes but also allows some coverage when needed. Some slouchy pants and simple slideshows complement the look. Solid &amp; Striped The Rachel Striped Bikini Top $70 $40 Store Available in XS size for XL. @emilisindlev It doesn't become easier than large and large maxi
clothing. Loose, breathable, and sophisticated, everything you can ask for beach clothes. We also love how Emili Sindlev opted for a cute bag to dress things up and keep his look interesting. Three London Graces Tasseled Ramie Maxi Outfits $630 $378 Stores Available in sizes 6 to 14. @alessandragl
Sarongs is really made for the beach, so if you plan on spending a lot of time by the water this summer, you should definitely have one of these on hand. They are very easy to adapt to your liking, and when you compare them to the top of the crop, you get an instant summer vibe. Everything But Water
Leopard Pareo Pattern Sarong $150 Shop @thatsaleaf you don't plan on swimming and your goal #1 is to take a picture of the consider tying a printed silk scarf to the top of a makeshift bikini. Paired with a wide-waisted high-waisted linen for a more casual excess, and then added to the interest through a
large gold coil and dainty quilted necklace. Moda Operandi Toro Pointelle-Knit Cotton-Terry $245 Store Available in XS size to L. @honeynsilk If you want to wear the bottom with your button on the way to and from beach (or just while walking around the city dreaming of waves), consider this your
blueprint. Try to style your shirt for a retro look that's as short as your skirt. J.Crew Classic Fit Slave Shirt $70 Shop Can be found in size 00 to 20. Cult Gaia Kennedy Great Hoop Earrings $62 Shop Rhode Naomi Storied Broderie Anglaise Cotton Midi Clothing $465 Store Available in XS/S size. Karen
Walker The Bird Rimless Square Black-eye mirror $210 $139 Ganni Cotton Poplin Shop Top $145 J.Crew Grosgrain One-Piece Swimsuit Shoulder Tie $12 Store Available in size S, M, L. Hibluco Sheer Chiffon Shop Kaftan Flowers $10-$20 Stores Available in size one size. Tinas Kraftangan Multicolor
Crochet Clothing $422 Store Available in Size S to M. Khols Women's Scala Bow Packable Floppy Hat $75 $60 Shop Susan Alexander Clem Purple Beg $285 Shop CUYANA Linen Ruffle Wrap Skirt $195 Shop Intentionally Blank Willow Heels $180 Stores Available in size 39 through 40. Show Me Your
Jess You Ruffled Midi Clothing $198 Store Available in size 0 to 10. Boho Straw Semi Round Basket Beg $44 Shop Floerns Printed V-Neck Bow Tie Plant Top $15-$23 Stores Available in XS size for L. Pia Crocheted Slide Sandals $68 Stores Available in size 36 through 41. 41.
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